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Abstract-Nowadays  every user who uses Internet  wants  to search for  anything and everything using Search Engines.  This is the need for
everyone. To engineer a search engine is a challenging task. Search engines index tens to hundreds of millions of files involving a comparable
number of distinct terms. They answer tens of millions of queries every day. Due to rapid advance in technology and need for information
security, creating a web search engine today is very different from three years ago. The overall goal of this project is to develop a scalable, high
performance  search  engine  which  searches  the  encrypted  data  without  decryption.  The  main  focus  is  on  the  algorithmic  challenges  and
encryption while supporting fast searches on it. To develop this project, an applied ranking algorithm to give better results to the user and also
used other algorithms to encrypt the data stored. To ease for searching of various information over the data by giving search keywords requires
software. The search engine software ensures the end user to get the information by accessing the data specified in the database.
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I. Introduction
Online  applications  are  vulnerable  to  theft  of  sensitive
information because adversaries  can exploit  software bugs
to  gain  access  to  private  data,  and  because  curious  or
malicious  administrators  may  capture  and  leak  data.
CryptDB is a system that  provides practical  and provable
confidentiality in the face of these attacks for applications
backed  by  SQL  databases.  It  works  by  executing  SQL
queries  over encrypted data using a collection of efficient
SQL-aware  encryption  schemes.  CryptDB  can  also  chain
encryption keys to user passwords, so that a data item can be
decrypted only by using the password of one of the users
with access to that data. As a result, a database administrator
never gets access to decrypted data, and even if all servers
are compromised, an adversary cannot decrypt  the data of
any user who is not logged in. An analysis of a trace of 126
million  SQL  queries  from  a  production  MySQL  server
shows that CryptDB can support operations over encrypted
data for 99.5% of the 128,840 columns seen in the trace. the
evaluation shows that CryptDB has low overhead, reducing
throughput by 14.5% for phpBB, a web forum application,
and  by  26%  for  queries  from  TPC-C,  compared  to
unmodified  MySQL.  Chaining  encryption  keys  to  user
passwords  requires  11-13  unique  schema  annotations  to
secure more than 20 sensitive fields and 2-7 lines of source
code changes for three multi-user web applications.

Theft  of  private  information  is  a  significant  problem,
particularly  for  online  applications.  An  adversary  can
exploit software vulnerabilities to gain unauthorized access
to servers; curious or malicious administrators at a hosting
or  application  provider  can  snoop  on  private  data;  and
attackers with physical access to servers can access all data
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on disk and in memory. One approach to reduce the damage
caused by server compromises is to encrypt sensitive data,
and  run  all  computations  (application  logic)  on  clients.
Unfortunately,  several  important  applications  do  not  lend
themselves to this approach, including database-backed web
sites that process queries to generate data for the user, and
applications Permission to  make digital  or  hard  copies  of
part  or  all  of  this  work  for  personal  or  classroom use  is
granted  without  fee provided that  copies  are not  made or
distributed  for  profit  or  commercial  advantage  and  that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page.

Copyrights  for  components of  this work owned by others
than  ACM  must  be  honored.  Abstracting  with  credit  is
permitted.  To  copy  otherwise,  to  republish,  to  post  on
servers  or  to  redistribute  to  lists,  requires  prior  specific
permission and/or a fee. Even when this approach is tenable,
converting an existing server-side application to this form
can  be  difficult.  Another  approach  would  be  to  consider
theoretical solutions such as fully homomorphic encryption,
which  allows  servers  to  compute  arbitrary  functions  over
encrypted  data,  while  only  clients  see  decrypted  data.
However, fully homomorphism encryption schemes are still
prohibitively expensive by orders of magnitude.

The cleverest part of CryptDB, however, is that it's able to
switch between crypto systems on the fly depending on the
operation. The data in the database is encrypted in multiple
layers of different encryption, what the researchers call an
"onion" of encryption. Every layer allows different kinds of
computation  and  has  a  different  key.The  most  secure
schemes are used on the outside of that onion and the least
secure are used on the inside. CryptDB manages to perform
all its functions of a database without ever removing that
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last  layer  of  the  onion,  so  that  the  data  always  remains
secure.

CryptDB has its limits, the MIT researchers warn--no square
roots,  for  one  example.  And  while  the  data  is  never
completely decrypted, it does "leak" information about the
underlying data when enough outer layers of encryption are
removed,  revealing  attributes  like  which  data  points  are
equal to each other. the sampled operations from several real
databases like one used by a Web forum and another by a
grade-calculating application, and found that their encrypted
system would allow the same calculations as an unencrypted
database  in  99.5%  of  those  operations,  and  that  data  the
researchers deemed "sensitive" is never leaked in those test
cases.

II. Related work
Now a days every user who uses Internet wants to search for
anything and everything using Search Engines. Due to rapid
advance  in  technology  and  need  for  information  security,
creating  a  web  search  engine  today  is  very  different  from
three years ago. The overall goal is to develop a scalable, high
performance  search  engine,  which  searches  the  encrypted
data  without  decryption. In  this  calculated  the  tf-idf  and
cosine similarity for every term to search the keyword.

Query-biased preview over outsourced and encrypted data.

 For  both  convenience  and  security,  more  and  more  users
encrypt  their  sensitive data before  outsourcing  it  to  a  third
party such as  cloud storage  service.  However, searching for
the desired documents becomes problematic since it is costly
to download and decrypt each possibly needed document to
check if it contains the desired content. An informative query-
biased preview feature, as applied in modern search engine,
could  help  the  users  to  learn  about  the  content  without
downloading  the  entire  document.  However,  when
the data are  encrypted,  securely  extracting  a  keyword-in-
context  snippet  from  the data as  a  preview  becomes  a
challenge. Based on private information retrieval protocol and
the  core  concept  of  searchable encryption,  a  propose  of  a
single-server  and  two-round  solution  to  securely  obtain  a
query-biased snippet over the encrypted data from the server.

A  layered  searchable encryption scheme  with  functional
components independent of encryption methods.

 Searchable encryption technique  enables  the  users  to
securely  store  and  search  their  documents  over  the  remote
semitrusted server, which is especially suitable for protecting
sensitive data in the cloud. However, various settings (based
on symmetric  or asymmetric encryption) and functionalities
(ranked keyword query, range query, phrase query, etc.) are
often realized by different methods with different searchable
structures that are generally not compatible with each other, 
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which  limits  the  scope  of  application  and  hinders  the
functional extensions. 
To  prove  that  asymmetric  searchable  structure  could  be
converted  to  symmetric  structure,  and  functions  could  be
modeled separately apart from the core searchable structure.
Based  on  this  observation,  To  propose  a  layered
searchable encryption (LSE)  scheme,  which  provides
compatibility,  flexibility,  and  security  for  various  settings
and functionalities. In this scheme, the outputs of the core
searchable  component  based  on  either  symmetric  or
asymmetric  setting  are  converted  to  some  uniform
mappings,  which  are  then  transmitted  to  loosely  coupled
functional components to further filter the results. 

 Secure Inverted Index Scheme 
An  inverted  index  is  a  data  structure  loading  words  or
numbers in a file along with its location. The determination
of  an  inverted  index  is  to  progress  the  time  of  full  text
searches.  An  inverted  index  holds  an  index  of  keywords
which stores a different list of terms finding the collection
and,  for  individually  term,  a  posting  the  updating  list  of
documents  that  hold  the  keyword.  An  inverted  index
improves  search  effectiveness  which  is  required  for  very
large text files. An inverted index consists of a distinct term
and a posting list which stores the IDs of the documents that
hold that  term. In  count to an ID,  each  posting holds list
element gives the number of rates occurrences of that term
in the document.    

          Figure:  Structure of an Inverted Index

It  provides  good  retrieval  performance  as  well  as  better
security for indexes. The major drawback of this process is
that,  It  Track  unnecessary  network  traffic  for  retrieval  of
data. Public Key Encryption with keyword Search.
 

III. Problem Statement
This  problem is  concerned  with how to provide  a  list  of
documents in the database corresponding to the words in a
query. Each time the documents containing a one word of
query are only given as the output of the proposed system.
The query may contain many words that need to be located
in the documents.

IV. System Implementation Architecture
CryptDB comprises of three major components, namely the
Application  Server,  Proxy  Server  and  DBMS  Sever.
Application Server is the main server that runs CryptDB’s
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database  proxy  and  also  the  DBMS  Server.  The  Proxy
Server stores a secret Master Key, the database Schema and
the  onion  layers  of  all  the  columns  in  the  database.  The
DBMS  server  has  access  to  the  anonymized  database
schema,  encrypted  database  data  and  also  some
cryptographic user-defined functions (UDF’s).  The DBMS
server uses these cryptographic UDF’s to carry out certain
operations on the encrypted data (cipher text).

The CryptDB proxy consists  of  a  C++ library and a Lua
module. The C++ library consists of a query parser; a query
encryptor/rewriter, which encrypts fields or includes UDFs
in  the  query;  and  a  result  decryption  module.  To  allow
applications  to  transparently  use  CryptDB,  used  MySQL
proxy  [47]  and  implemented  a  Lua  module  that  passes
queries and results to and from our C++ module. CryptDB
implementation consists of _18,000 lines of C++ code and
_150 lines of Lua code, with another _10,000 lines of test
code. CryptDB is portable and had implemented versions for
both  Postgres  9.0  and  MySQL  5.1.  The  initial  Postgres-
based  implementation  is  described  in  an  earlier  technical
report [39]. Porting CryptDB to MySQL required changing
only 86 lines of code, mostly in the code for connecting to
the  MySQL  server  and  declaring  UDFs.  As  mentioned
earlier, CryptDB does not change the DBMS; all server-side
functionality  are  implemented  with  UDFs  and  server-side
tables.  CryptDB’s  design,  and  to  a  large  extent
implementation, should work on top of any SQL DBMS that
supports UDFs.

Figure: System Architecture

V. CryptDB
CryptDB is a DBMS that  provides provable and practical
privacy  in  the  face  of  a  compromised database  server  or
curious  database  administrators.  CryptDB  works  by
executing SQL queries over encrypted data. At its core are
three  novel  ideas:  an  SQL-aware  encryption  strategy  that
maps  SQL  operations  to  encryption  schemes,  adjustable
query based encryption which allows CryptDB to adjust the
encryption level  of  each data item based on user  queries,
and onion encryption to efficiently change data encryption
levels.  CryptDB  only  empowers  the  server  to  execute
queries  that  the  users  requested,  and  achieves  maximum
privacy given the mix of queries issued by the users. 
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The  database  server  fully  evaluates  queries  on  encrypted
data  and  sends  the  result  back  to  the  client  for  final
decryption;  client  machines  do  not  perform  any  query
processing and client-side applications run unchanged.

CryptDB  is  a  system  that  provides  practical,  provable
confidentiality and privacy that guarantees without having to
trust the DBMS server or the DBAs who maintain and tune
the DBMS. CryptDB is the first private system to support all
of standard SQL over encrypted data without requiring any
client-side  query  processing,  modifications  to  existing
DBMS  codebases,  changes  to  legacy  applications  and
offloads  virtually  all  query  processing  to  the  server.
CryptDB works by rewriting SQL queries, storing encrypted
data  in  regular  tables,  and  using  an  SQL  user-defined
function  (UDF)  to  perform  server-side  cryptographic
operations.

It  works  by  executing  SQL queries  over  encrypted  data
using  a  collection  of  efficient  SQL-aware  encryption
schemes.  CryptDB can also chain encryption keys  to user
passwords,  so  that  a  data  item can  be  decrypted  only by
using the password of one of the users with access to that
data. As a result, a database administrator never gets access
to decrypted data, and even if all servers are compromised,
an adversary cannot decrypt the data of any user who is not
logged in.

Below describe  the steps involved in processing a query
inside CryptDB
In the first step a query is issued by the application server.
The proxy server receives this query and it anonymizes the
table name and each of the column names. The proxy server
also encrypts all the constants in the query using the stored
secret master key. The encryption layers or the onion layers
are also adjusted based on the type of operation required by
the issued query. For example, if the query has to perform
some  equality  checks  then  the  deterministic  encryption
Scheme (DET)is  applied to  encrypt  all  the  values  in  that
particular  column  (on  which  equality  check  is  to  be
performed).

The encrypted user query is then passed on to the DBMS
server.  The  DBMS  server  executes  these  queries  using
standard  SQL and also invokes  UDF’s to  perform certain
operations like token search  and aggregation.  The queries
are  executed  on the  encrypted  database  data.  The DBMS
server  performs  computations  on  the  encrypted  data  and
forwards the encrypted results back to the proxy server. The
proxy server  decrypts  the encrypted  query result  obtained
and returns it to the application server.
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Figure:  Threats

Threat  1:  DBMS  server  compromise  CryptDB  provides
confidentiality for the content of the data and for names of
columns  and  tables,  but  does  not  hide  the  overall  table
structure, the number of rows, the types of columns, or the
approximate size of data in bytes. The only information that
CryptDB reveals to the DBMS server is relationships among
data  items  corresponding  to  classes  of  computation  that
queries perform on the database,  such as comparing items
for  equality,  sorting,  or  performing  word  search.  The
granularity at which CryptDB allows the DBMS to perform
a class of computations is an entire column (or a group of
joined columns, for joins), which means that even if a query
requires  equality  checks  for  a  few  rows,  executing  that
query on the server  would require  revealing that  class  of
computation for an entire column.

Threat  2:  arbitrary confidentiality  attacks  on any servers
the second threat is where the application server, proxy, and
DBMS  server  infrastructures  may  be  compromised
arbitrarily. The approach in threat 1 is insufficient because
an adversary can now get access to the keys used to encrypt
the entire database. The solution is to encrypt different data
items (e.g., data belonging to different users) with different
keys. To determine the key that should be used for each data
item, developers annotate the application’s database schema
to express finer-grained confidentiality policies.  A curious
DBA still  cannot  obtain  private  data  by  snooping  on  the
DBMS server (threat 1), and in addition, an adversary who
compromises the application server  or the proxy can now
decrypt  only data of  currently logged-in users  (which are
stored in the proxy). Data of currently inactive users would
be encrypted with keys not available to the adversary, and
would remain confidential.

VI. Encryption Types
Each type uses a different algorithm that meets the specified
requirements  for  a certain type and can be exchanged for
another algorithm should the need arise, e.g.  when a used
cipher is broken. In such an event existing encrypted data
would have to be decrypted with the old algorithm and re-
encrypted using the new one. And had listed the different
layers  from  most  to  least  secure.  Whereas  least  secure
means that this particular layer does reveal the most
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information about its encrypted content,  please notice that
this is  sometimes unavoidable in order  to  perform certain
operations and is not automatically insecure.

Random (RND)
The  RND  onion  layer  provides  the  strongest  security
assurances:  It  is  probabilistic,  meaning  that  the  same
plaintext will be encrypted to a different cipher text. On the
other hand, it does not allow any feasible computation in a
reasonable  amount  of  time.  If  someone  wants  to  know
something about  the content  of these fields  the encrypted
data  has  to  be  retrieved  as  a  whole  to  be  decrypted  by
CryptDB.  This  type  seems  to  be  reasonable  choice  for
highly  confidential  data  like  medical  diagnosis,  private
messages  or  credit  card  numbers  that  do  not  need  to  be
compared to other entries for equality.

Homomorphic encryption (HOM)
The HOM onion layer  provides an equally strong security
assurance, as it is considered to be IND-CPA secure too [1].
It  is  specifically  designed  for  columns  of  the  data  type
integer and allows the database to perform operations of an
additive  nature.  This  includes  of  course  the  addition  of
several entries, but also operations like SUM or AVG. The
reason that  only addition is supported lies in the fact  that
fully  homomorphic  calculations,  while  mathematically
proven  by  M.  Cooney,  is  unfeasible  slow  on  current
hardware.  An  exception  is  the  homomorphic  addition
HOM(x)·  HOM(y)  =  HOM(x  +  y)  mod  n,  that  can  be
performed in a reasonable amount of time. In CryptDB the
developers choose to implement the homomorphic addition
using  the  Paillier  cryptosystem [13].  Currently  the  cipher
text of a single integer is stored a VARBINARY (256), this
means it uses 256 bytes of space which is 64 times the size
of  a  normal  integer  thatwouldonlyuse4bytes.  Considering
that  integers  are  among  the  most  used  data  types  in  a
database. This is a huge overhead. Popa et al. indicate that
there might be a more efficient way to store the integers with
the use of a scheme developed by Ge and Zdonik.  As of
today this has not been implemented.

Order-preserving encryption (OPE)
The OPE onion layer is significantly weaker than the DET
layer  as  it  reveals  the  order  of  the  different  entries.  This
means  that  the  DBMS  knows  relations  like  bigger  and
smaller, but also equality (without having to look at the Eq
onion). This means that if x < y, then OPE(x) < OPE(y), also
if  x  =  y,  then  OPE(x)  =  OPE(y).  This  allows  us  to  use
ordered  operations  like  MIN,  MAX  or  ORDER  BY. To
achieve  this  functionality,  the  developers  of  CryptDB
implemented an algorithm that was published by Boldyreva
et al. and was inspired by the ideas suggested by Agrawal et
al. In regards to security it is noteworthy that this onion
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layer is the most revealing one: It cannot fulfill the security
definition  of  IND-CPA,  as  is  shown by  Boldyreva  et  al.
Even more important it reveal snot just the order but also the
proximity  of  the  transformed  values  to  an  attacker.  This
behavior might be acceptable for some values (e.g. text), but
might be an issue for others (e.g. financial data).

CryptDB security related papers
Even though security is not an official  part of this thesis,
security is still an important topic when it comes to usability
and whether it is worth the additional coasts. One question
that had in the beginning was whether a curious database
administrator  could  still  draw  conclusions  from  the
encrypted  data  sets  and  whether  he  would  able  to  take
advantage of that, either by getting interesting insights or by
actually being able to manipulate things in a way that would
gain him further access to data. For these questions like to
feature the following two papers: The first one is “On the
Difficulty of Securing Web Applications using CryptDB” by
Ihsan  H.  Akin  and  Berk  Sunar  and  the  second  one  is
“Inference  Attacks  on  Property  Preserving  Encrypted
Databases”  by  Muhammad  Naveed,  Seny  Kamara  and
Charles V. Wright.

VII. Expermental Evolution

Cosine Similarity is calculated by encrypting the files using
tf-idf values and the results are evaluated by knowing the
search time required to search the keyword.

VIII. Conclusion
In  the  face  of  snooping  Database  Administrators  (DBAs)
and compromise from attackers, confidentiality in Database
Management  Systems  (DBMS)  should  still  remain.
CryptDB is a system which acts as a proxy to secure the
communication  between  the  database  server  and  the
applications server. an application is built over cryptdb that
receives query from the user and returns the most relevant
documents to the user. Vector based model is employed for
information retrieval. In the first step, all the keywords in
the document collection and corresponding tf-idf values are
send to cryptdb.
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 CryptDB receives  them from the  application  server
secures  them and sends them to the database  server.
When the user gives query, application will invoke the
CryptDB for  tf-idf  values.  CryptDB will  receive  the
encrypted data from the database decrypts it and sends
it  to  the  application  server.  From these  tf-idf  values
document  vectors  are  created.  Then  using  cosine
similarity,  the  relevant  documents  are  retrieved  and
ranked  and  returned  to  the  user.  Thus,  the  entire
retrieval process is secured.
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